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1. INTRODUCTlON 
Apart from sporadic counterexamples very little is known about the space of 
regular operators between two Riesz spaces, except when the range space is 
Dedekind complete. In an effort to provide some insight into the general 
behaviour of such spaces, we consider in detail the regular operators from and 
into a certain ‘small’ Riesz space. It is, in fact, the smallest possible non- 
Dedekind complete Riesz space, so it furnishes an example that ought to be fairly 
easily handled whilst not being completely trivial. The space, denoted by I,“, is 
that of all real sequences which are constant except for a finite number of 
terms. The importance of this space for the problems under consideration 
became apparent after the following operator characterization of Dedekind 
complete Riesz spaces was proved in [AG]. A Riesz space F is Dedekind com- 
plete if, for each Riesz space E, the space L’(E, F) of all regular operators is 
itself a Riesz space. Moreover, instead of all Riesz spaces E one can consider 
only spaces of the form f,“(Z) which are defined similar to I,” but have an 
arbitrary underlying set I. (For the sake of completeness we mention that a dual 
* This work was made possible by a NATO Collaborative Research Grant CRC&890909 which 
allowed Dr. Wickstead to visit IUPUI during the Summer of 1990. 
** The second author would like to thank all those who made his stay at IUPUI so enjoyable, 
especially Professors Abramovich, Aliprantis, Burkinshaw and Ng. 
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question was solved by van Rooij [VRl] who showed that for a fixed Riesz 
space E the space L’(E, F) is a Riesz space for every Riesz space F if and only 
if E is isomorphic to a direct sum of real lines.) 
Part of our present interest in this space I,” arose from an attempt to dis- 
cover whether the domain I,“(l)-spaces in the above-mentioned characteriza- 
tion from [AG] may be replaced by the class of more conventional C(K)-spaces. 
We shall see below that this is impossible by proving that the regular operators 
from any C(K)-space into I,” always form a Riesz space. 
The situation when 1; is the domain of the operators is rather simpler. The 
order bounded operators are always regular, but L’(l,“,F) is a Riesz space if 
and only if the range space F is Dedekind a-complete and in this case L’(l,“, F) 
also becomes Dedekind a-complete. In particular, when considering operators 
from I: into itself, we conclude that although all order bounded operators are 
regular, the space L’(l,“, I,“) is not a Riesz space. More surprisingly it fails even 
to have the Riesz separation property. We prove this by means of a reasonably 
explicit characterization of those operators which do have a positive part. 
Among other things this characterization allows us to show that, for operators 
on this particular space, the positive part exists if and only if it is given by the 
familiar Riesz-Kantorovich formula. The structure of the set of operators 
which do have a positive part is not at all pleasant. It fails to be a vector space 
or a lattice and indeed it is even possible to have two operators which have a 
positive part, but whose supremum, though it exists, does not have a positive 
part. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
For standard terminology on Riesz spaces and linear operators on them we 
refer the reader to (AB], [LZ] and [Z]. 
If E and F are Riesz spaces (always assumed to be Archimedean), then a 
linear operator T: E + F is positive if xr0 * TxzO. The space of all linear 
operators from E to F is denoted by L(E, F). The linear span in L(E, F) of the 
positive operators forms the linear space L’(E, F) of regular operators. 
A closely related space of operators is the space Lb(E, F) of order bounded 
operators. A subset of a Riesz space of the form [a, b] = {x: asxs b} is termed 
an order interval, and an order bounded set is any subset of an order interval. 
The order bounded operators are those which map all order bounded sets into 
order bounded sets. Regular operators are obviously order bounded but the 
converse is, in general, false. However, if F is Dedekind complete, then it is 
known from the classical Riesz-Kantorovich theorem that not only is every 
order bounded operator T: E -+ F regular, but actually T has a positive part 
Tf = TvO (supremum of T and the zero operator) which is given, on the 
positive cone E, of E, by the familiar Riesz-Kantorovich formula 
T+(x)=sup T[O,x]=sup{Tx’: Osx’sx}. 
Thus, for any Dedekind complete F we have Lb(E, F) = L’(E, F) and L’(E, F) is 
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a Riesz space (actually, a Dedekind complete Riesz space). As we mentioned in 
the introduction this property, for all choices of E, actually characterizes 
Dedekind complete Riesz spaces [AG]. Along with the above formula for Tf 
there are similar formulae for the negative part and modulus of T 
and 
T-(x) = sup T[-x,0] 
ITl(x)=sup T[-x,x]. 
If F is not Dedekind complete then it may still happen that some regular 
operators have a positive part. In all known cases when this does exist it is given 
by the Riesz-Kantorovich formula, but it is an open question whether this is 
always the case. A regular operator which has a positive part given by the Riesz- 
Kantorovich formula has been termed tame by van Rooij in [VR2]. We will in- 
troduce the notations L”‘(E,F) for the set of those operators from E into F 
which have a positive part, and L”(E, F) for the subset of Lirl(E, F) consisting 
of tame operators. Thus, in these notations, the above mentioned question asks 
whether or not we always have the equality 
(*) L”(E, F) = L”‘(E, F). 
We refer to [VR2] for some special cases when this equality holds. 
It is well known that an operator has a positive part if and only if it has a 
modulus and if and only if it has a negative part. If any one of these is given 
by the Riesz-Kantorovich formula, then so are the others, since T[O,x] = 
TX+ T[-x,0] =(T[-x,x] + Tx)/2. 
The following lemma will be needed in the sequel: 
LEMMA 2. I. Let E = E, @ E2 be an order direct sum of Riesz spaces and let 
F be a Riesz space. For each TE L(E, F), we denote by 7; the restriction of T 
to E,. Then 
(i) T+ exists if and only if T,’ and T2’ exist. 
(ii) T is tame if and only if T, and T2 are tame. 
PROOF. Part (i) is clear and well known. For (ii) let us suppose first that T is 
tame, then for xi E Ei+, we have 
sup{Tx;: OSX,!SX~, x;~E;)=sup{Tx’: OSX’SX;, x’EE} 
and the latter sup exists since T is tame. Conversely, if T, and T2 are tame, 
then for all x=x1 +x2 E E, (where xi E E;+), we have that 
SUP{ TX': OlX'lX} =SUp{ T(X;+X;): OlX:lXi, X;EXi} 
=sup({ TX;: OSX;IX,} + {TX;: OIX;IX~}) 
=sup{T,x;: 0rx;~x,}+sup{T,x;: OSX;SX,} 
exists as T, and T2 are tame. n 
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The following lemma, perhaps known, will be useful in our discussions, but 
we know of no convenient reference for it: 
LEMMA 2.2. If X,,Xz ,..., x,, are arbitrary elements of any Riesz space then 
(i) SUp{~~=, ~kXk:~kE[O,]l}=SUP{C;f=, EkXk:&kE{Osl))=Ci=I xk’ 
(ii) sUp{~~=I ~kXk:~kE[-l,1l}=SUP{C~_~ &kXk:&kE(-l,O,l}}=C~=, ixki- 
PROOF. We use induction on n to prove the second equality in (i); the proofs 
of the other equalities, being similar, are omitted. For n = 1, our lemma states 
only that 
sup{xr,O) =x; 
which clearly is true. Assume that the result is true for n. Then 
n+l 
s”P{k;I &kXk: Eke (0, I>} = [sup{ i &kXk: ‘%E (0, I}}] 
&=I 
vk’up{&+l+ i &kXk: &kE{O,l)jl 
&=I 
&:I k=l 
=[i x~]+,OVxn+I]=n~‘x~. n 
k=l k=l 
Our studies will be into operators defined on, or into, the space 1; of all 
real sequences which are constant except on a finite set. We denote by @ the 
ideal in fern consisting of all sequences with only finitely many non-zero terms. 
Obviously @ is Dedekind complete, @ has every principal ideal of finite dimen- 
sion, and @ is of co-dimension one in 1; (cf. [LZ], Theorem 64.1), justifying 
our assertion that the space I,” is ‘small’.’ 
More precisely it can easily be seen that if E is any Riesz space containing 
a principal ideal of infinite dimension, then E contains a subspace (not in 
general a sublattice) that is order isomorphic to fr. We will use the notation 
1 to denote the constantly one sequence in I,” and ek to denote the sequence 
which is zero except at k where it takes the value 1. For any space of functions 
or sequences we will use the notation 11. /Ia to denote the supremum norm. 
3. OPERATORS INTO i,m 
The space 1; may be normed with the supremum norm. We want to be able 
to represent order bounded operators into 1; in a simple manner. First we 
’ We should warn the reader against confusing this term with the term ‘small spaces’ introduced 
by G. Buskes and van Rooij in [BVR]. The space /F is just one of the Riesz spaces which are small 
in their sense. 
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show that this is possible for norm bounded operators from any Banach space 
into f:. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If E is a Banach space and T : E + 17 is a norm bounded 
linear operator, then there are a positive integer n and norm bounded linear 
functionals f, f,, f2, . . . . f,, such that 
Tx=f(x)l+ 1 fk(x)ek (VXEE). 
k=l 
PROOF. Consider the subspaces F,, of 1: for n = 0, 1, . . . , where F,, is the linear 
space spanned by 1 and ek for 1 I k 5 n. These are finite dimensional and closed 
with union the whole of I,“. Their inverse images under Tare closed subspaces 
of E whose union is the whole of E. Since E is not the countable union of no- 
where dense sets, some set T-‘(F,,) has a non-empty interior. It follows in a 
routine manner that T-‘(F,,)=E and the result follows immediately. n 
The assumption of completeness of E may be weakened in various ways using 
this and other techniques of proof. 
COROLLARY 3.2. If K is a compact Hausdorff space and TE Lb(C(K), I,“) then 
there are a positive integer n and bounded linear functionals f, f,, f2, . . . , f, 
such that 
Tx=f(x)l+ c fk(x)ek (tlXE C(K)). 
k-1 
PROOF. The unit ball of C(K) is order bounded, so is mapped into an order 
bounded subset of I,“, which must be norm bounded. Now apply the previous 
result. n 
The natural embedding of @ into 1: shows that we cannot expect such a 
simple representation when we assume merely that the domain is uniformly 
complete, however we do have: 
THEOREM 3.3. Let E be a uniformly complete Riesz space. Then Lb(E, I,“) = 
L’(E, I,“) and L’(E, 1;) is a Riesz space in which all lattice operations may be 
computed using the Riesz-Kantorovich formula. 
PROOF. We prove this first for E = C(K), where K is a compact Hausdorff 
space. We may represent each TE Lb(C(K), fOm) using Corollary 3.2. Let P= 
{ 1,2, . . . , n} and Q = N \ P, then we have a corresponding order direct sum de- 
composition I,” = Fp 0 FQ where Fp consists of those sequences in IF which 
vanish on Q and vice-versa. There is a corresponding decomposition T= 
T, 0 TQ where T,(E) G Fp and T,(E) c FQ . Since Fp is finite dimensional it is 
certainly Dedekind complete so that the order bounded operator T, is certainly 
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tame. Also the order bounded operator TQ actually takes values in the one- 
dimensional space of constant sequences so is also easily seen to be tame. It 
follows from Lemma 2.1 that T is tame, completing the proof in the case that 
E= C(K). 
To prove the general case notice that each principal ideal in E is uniformly 
complete so may be identified with some space C(K). Hence if TE Lb(E, I,“), 
then for each XE E, the supremum of T [0,x] exists in l;, by considering the 
restriction of T to the principal ideal generated by x. This states precisely that 
T is tame, thus completing the proof. n 
We want to emphasize that the previous theorem establishes three different 
properties of the space I,“. Namely, it states that for each uniformly complete 
Riesz space E we have 
(a) the equality Lb(E, 1:) = L’(E, l,“), 
(b) that L’(E, l,O) is a Riesz space, and 
(c) that L’(E, 1:) = L”(E, lr). 
It is very interesting to understand to what extent the assumption that E is 
uniformly complete is essential for the validity of these properties, and whether 
or not these properties are independent in this context. Below we address these 
questions. 
We begin by showing in the next example that Theorem 3.3 does not charac- 
terize uniformly complete Riesz spaces, that is, the uniform completeness of the 
space E is not necessary for the validity of the conclusion of this theorem. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let EL consists of Lipschitz functions on [0, 11, i.e. those func- 
tions x on [0, l] for which there is a constant M such that Ix(s) - x(t) 1s M/s - t 1 
for all s, t E [0, I]. This is easily seen to be a sublattice of C([O, 11) containing the 
constants and separating points, so dense for the supremum norm. It is not the 
whole of C([O, 11) since t y fi is not in EL, so EL is not complete for the 
supremum norm, and hence not uniformly complete. Let us introduce on E, 
also the following norm: 
Il~il~=Ix(O)I+inf{M: Ix(s)-x(t)lsM/s-tI for alls,tE[O,l]}. 
It is well known that EL is 11 . IIL- complete and that /1x/1,1 IIx/IL. for all XCE,. 
Any order bounded operator from EL into 1,” is certainly I( . llQl bounded and 
hence /I . IIL bounded. Proposition 3.1 may thus be used to represent T and the 
proof of Theorem 3.3 will go through unchanged. Hence Lb(EL, 1:) = L’(E,, I,“), 
the space L’(E,,I,“) is a Riesz space, and each operator in L’(E,,I,“) is tame, 
even though EL is not uniformly complete. w 
Though, as we have shown, the uniform completeness is not necessary for 
the validity of Theorem 3.3, nevertheless neither of the properties (a), (b) re- 
mains true in general for an arbitrary Riesz space E. The situation with (c) is 
unclear at present, and it is a part of the general problem (*) on tame operators 
mentioned in Section 2. 
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Indeed, (b) cannot be true for an arbitrary Riesz space E by the theorem in 
[AG] mentioned in the introduction, since I,” is not Dedekind complete. 
Actually already L’(I,“, I,“) is not a Riesz space. (See Theorem 5.1 for a stronger 
result .) 
To show that (a) does not hold in general some extra work is needed. The 
same space E = I,” will not suffice, as it did for (b), since by Theorem 4.1 
Lb<,,“, fr) = L’(f,“, l;). A corresponding counterexample will be furnished by 
an appropriate modification of a well-known example due to S. Kaplan [K] of 
an order bounded but not regular operator between C(K)-spaces (see also [AB], 
Example 1.11). In our situation we have a first category range space 1: (instead 
of the second category in [K]) and it causes some difficulties. 
DEFINITION 3.5. Let EK denote the space of all double sequences (x,,,),,~~ N 
such that 
(i) 3 c E IR and no E IN such that x,,~ = c Vn L no (and Vm). 
(ii) Vn E /rJ ~C,E m such that x,,,,,=c, for all but finitely many m. 
It is clear that EK is a Riesz space under the pointwise partial order. By 
lc(lN x n\l) we shall mean the double sequences which are constant except on a 
finite set. It is clear that 1; and I,“(t?J x tN) are order isomorphic Riesz spaces. 
THEOREM 3.6. We have the inequality Lb(EK, l,“(iN x tbl)) # Lr(EK, f,“(N x N)) 
and hence Lb(EK, 1;) # L’(E,, 1;). 
PROOF. Define T : EK --t /om(tN x N) by 
(TX),, =x,, 2m I- xn, 2m 
noting that the image TX is indeed in I,“(~PJ x n\l) since by 3.5(i) if nrn,, then 
(TX),, = c- c = 0, and by (ii) if n < no, then we still have (TX),, = c, - c, = 0 for 
m large enough. The operator T is obviously linear and /I T I/ 5 2, provided EK 
and I,“(N x N) are equipped with the supremum norm. Since lr(n\l x ~FJ) has a 
strong unit, T is order bounded. We will show that T is not regular. 
Suppose that UL T,O. Let e,,, denote the double sequence with (n,m)‘th 
entry one and all others zero. Let also l@) E EK be defined as follows: 
I@) = 
L 
1 ifk=n 
km 0 if k#n. 
It is clear that l(“) = Vf=, e, m. Since l(“)> en,2m_, 20, we have 
U l(“) 2 Ue n,2m_1~Ten,2m-l=l VmEn\l. 
But Ul’“’ is equal to a constant except for finitely many points and, therefore, 
this constant must be at least 1. Now we use the obvious inequality 
lr ;: l@) 
“=I 
to conclude that Ul L Cl_, Ul’“’ therefore, Ul zk except for finite many 
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points. Since k is arbitrary, this shows that U cannot be bounded. But U is 
positive and hence order bounded so maps the unit ball in EK into an order 
interval in 1,“(N x iN) which is norm bounded. This contradiction shows that U 
cannot exist and therefore the order bounded operator Tis not regular. The last 
assertion follows immediately from the identification of 1,“(N x N) with /em. H 
The space L’(E,, lr) is not a Riesz space. Although it would not be too dif- 
ficult to give an explicit example of a regular operator without a positive part, 
the following proof is probably rather shorter. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let E,F be vector lattices and E0 be a vector sublattice of E. If 
there is a positive projection, P, of E onto E, and L’(E,F) is a Riesz space 
then Lr(EO, F) is also a Riesz space. 
PROOF. Take TE L’(E,,, F) and consider TP. Since P2 0, it is immediate that 
TPE L’(E, F) so that S = (TP)+ exists in L’(E, F). We claim that S0 = (TP)+ IEO 
is T’. Obviously S,r 0. To show that Se 2 T, take an arbitrary O~XE E,. 
Then S,,x= (TP)+x? (TP)x= TX. That is, Se is an upper bound for T and 0. 
Let Sr be any other upper bound for T and 0 in L’(E,, F). Consider Sr PE 
L’(E, F). Since S, P is evidently an upper bound for TP and 0 in L’(E, F), we 
have S,P>(TP)+ and, consequently, SIP IE,2(TP)’ lEO; i.e., S,rS,. Thus, 
indeed, (TP)+ IEO=T+. n 
COROLLARY 3.8. The space L’(E,,l,“) is not a Riesz space. 
PROOF. Consider in EK the following subspace: 
E,={x=(x,,)EE: x,,=c,Vm}. 
Obviously, E, is a vector sublattice of EK and E, is order isomorphic to I,“. As 
we already mentioned L’(I,“, /F) is not a Riesz space, and hence Lr(EO, lam) is 
not a Riesz space either. To finish the proof it is enough to verify that E, is 
positively complemented in EK. For x = (x,,) E EK define (Px),, = c, , where 
X = c, for all but finitely many m. Then P is a positive projection of EK onto 
ET so the previous lemma tells us that L’(EK, /r) is not a Riesz space. n 
Our examples do not cover all possibilities. We have no example of a Riesz 
space E such that Lb(E, 1;) # L’(E, /F) but L’(E, lc) is a Riesz space. Indeed the 
authors do not know the answer to 
QUESTION 3.9. If E and F are Riesz spaces for which L’(E,F) is a Riesz 
space, must we have Lb(E, F) = L’(E, F)? 
4. OPERATORS FROM 1,” 
THEOREM 4.1. For any Riesz space F, Lb(l,“, F) = L’(I,“, F). 
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PROOF. Let TE Lb(lr,F). There is y E F such that 
T]O, 11 C I-Y, ~1. 
Denote by T, the restriction of T to the subspace E,, = {x E I,“: xk = 0 Vk 2 n + l} . 
This subspace is finite dimensional and therefore, in view of Lemma 2.2, 
(T,)+ : E,, -+ F exists and may be computed by the Riesz-Kantorovich formula 
(T,,)+(x)=sup{T,x’: O~x’~x} (O<xeE,). 
Since E,,cE,,+, it is plain to see that this implies that 
(T,)+ = (T,, I)’ 1~; 
Thus we may piece together the operators (T,)’ to define a positive linear 
operator S on the subspace @ with SXZ TX, 0 for all 01~~ 0. 
Extend S to a linear operator on the whole of 1: by defining Sl= 3y. We 
claim that S L T, 0. If XE @ we know that Sx? 0, so in order to prove that S 2 0 
it suffices to consider elements 1 + XE (I,“), , where XE @. Since x 1-1, 
-x-E[-l,O] so that x-•[0,1]. Thus T[O,x-]GT[O,~]C[-y,y], and there- 
fore S(x-)ly, using the Riesz-Kantorovich formula. Thus, since S jQ 20 
That is, we have proved that S 20. 
We know also that Sx r TX for all XE @. In order to prove that Sr T we again 
need only consider the images of 1 +XE (l,“),. Since 1, xP E [0, l] we have 
Tl, TX- E [-y, y] and also (S- T)x+ 2 0 because x+ E @ and S 2 T on @. Thus, 
recalling that Sx- ly, we have 
(S-T)(l+x)=3y-Tl+(S-T)x+-(S-T)x 
which proves that S L T. This establishes that T= S - (S - T) is actually regular. 
W 
Though the spaces Lb(l,“, F) and L’(f,“, F) always coincide, the space L’(l,“, F) 
may not be a Riesz space. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. The ordered space L’(l,“,F) is a Riesz space if and only if 
F is Dedekind a-complete. 
PROOF. The ‘if’ part follows from Theorem 5.2 of [W] (give 1,” the supremum 
norm and work in a principal ideal of F). The ‘only if’ part is proved in the 
first paragraph of the proof of the theorem in [AG]. W 
REMARK 4.3. For the sake of completeness we mention here the following 
generalization of the previous proposition obtained in [AW]. For a fixed car- 
dinal cr the following conditions on a Riesz space F are equivalent: 
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(a) F is Dedekind a-complete, i.e., any order bounded subset of F of car- 
dinality at most a has a supremum. 
(b) Lb(l,“(a),F) is a Riesz space. (The space I,“(a) is, by definition, I,“(I) 
where the set I is of cardinality a). 
(c) L’(l,“(a), F) is a Riesz space. 
Now if L’(I,“,F) is a Riesz space, then by the previous proposition F is 
Dedekind a-complete, and hence clearly, L’(l,“,F) is itself Dedekind CI- 
complete. Given that L’(f,“,F) is not always a Riesz space, it is of interest to 
know exactly which operators have a positive part. The following result gives 
a simple criterion for this. Notice that the last proposition is also a simple con- 
sequence of this theorem. 
THEOREM 4.4. If F is a Riesz space and TeL’(lr,F) then Tf exists if and 
only if the supremum 
;t; (1 i (Tek)‘l v IT1 + i UX-I) 
k=l k=l 
exists in F. 
PROOF. Suppose that SE L’(I,“, F) and S 2 T 0. We show that S12 Cz=, ( Tek)’ 
andSlrTl+Ci=, (Tek)-forallnEKl.SinceSe,2Te,,0,wehaveSe,2(Te,)f 
and, therefore, SlrCi=, SekzCi=, (Te,)+. Also the fact that l--C:,, e,rO 
forces 
S(l - i ek)r T(l - i ek) 
so that 
k=l k=l 
SlrTl+ i (Sek-Tek) 
k=l 
L Tl + C ((Tek)+ - Tek) 
k=l 
= Tl + i (Tek)-. 
k=l 
Now suppose that c is any upper bound for the elements 
IkY?, G%)‘l v IT1 - i (W-1 
k=l 
then define S, E L(l,“, F) by 
0, = (Te,,)+, S,l=c 
and extend linearly for other elements. We claim that S, I T, 0. Clearly this 
holds on @, so we need only consider elements of the form 1 + C:=, akek, 
where czk 2 - 1. Therefore 
&[I+ i ake,&]=c+ i f&(Tek)+?c- i (Tek)+LO. 
k=l k=l k=l 
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Similarly, 
(S,- T)[l+ i a/&] =c- Tl+ i q,[(Tek)+- Te,b] 
k=l k=l 
=c-Tl- i a,(Tek)PLO. 
k=l 
Now if T+ exists, then for every choice of c we have S, L T+ so that T+15 
S,l = c. Since the first paragraph of the proof shows that T+l is an upper 
bound for the relevant set we see that Tfl is the least such upper bound and 
the desired supremum does exist. 
Conversely if that supremum does exist, call it y. Then SY L T, 0. By the first 
paragraph any upper bound for T and 0 must dominate S,, on each e, and at 
1 and therefore is at least S,. It follows that S, = T+. n 
COROLLARY 4.5. If F is a Riesz space and S, T E L’(I,“, F) then S v T exists if 
and only if the supremum 
sup([Sl+ i ((T-S)ek)‘]v[T1+ i ((S-T)e,)+]) 
tlEih k=l k=l 
exists in F. 
PROOF. Apply Theorem 4.4 to S- T and note that SV T= T+ (S- T)+. W 
The condition in Theorem 4.4 seems to be much easier to work with than the 
condition requiring that the supremum of the image of each order interval exist, 
although they are actually equivalent. An application of this criterion allows us 
to show that L”(I,“,F) =Llr’(Iom,F) for each Riesz space F, that is, that for the 
space E = lam the problem (*) has a positive solution. 
THEOREM 4.6. If F is any Riesz space and TE L’(l,“,F), then T’ exists if and 
only if T is tame. 
PROOF. By definition if T is tame then T+ exists. The converse is what we 
must prove. If T+ does exist, then we know by Theorem 4.4 that 
T+l= sup [ i (Te,)+] v [Tl+ i (Tek)-] 
nEih k=, k=l 
and clearly Tte, = (Te,)+. 
We certainly know that T+x is an upper bound for T[O,x] for each XE 
(I,“),. We must show that any upper bound for T[O,x] is at least T+x. We 
proceed in four steps. 
STEP 1. If olx=C~=, akek, then we know that 
T+x= i (YkTiek= i ak(Tek)+. 
k=l k=l 
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ForeachchoiceofekE{O,l}, wehaveO5zi=, .skakekI~~=, okeksothatany 
upper bound for T [0,x] will be at least 
v i EkakTekr 
k=l 
where the supremum is taken over the possible choices of &k. By Lemma 2.2 
this is I;=, o,(Tek)+ = T+x. 
STEP 2. Let y be an arbitrary upper bound for TIO, 11. If &k E (0, l}, then 
I>~~=, &kekzO SO that 
i EkTekE T[O, I]. 
k=I 
Using Lemma 2.2 again we can conclude that y2 Ci=, (Te,)+. Similarly lr 
I-c;_, &kekrO so that 
Tl- i &kTC?kET[O,l]. 
k=l 
Lemma 2.2 shows us again that 
y2V(Tl-k~,EkTe,)=Tl+V i Ek(-Tek) 
k=l 
=Tl+ i (-Te,)+ 
k-1 
= Tl+ i (Te,)-. 
k=l 
Combining both the above inequalities we get ~2 (Ci=, (Te,)+)V(Tl + 
Ci=, (Te,)-) for all n E N. But from our description of T+l in Theorem 4.4, 
we know that T+l=sup(CZ=, (Te,)+)V(Tl+Ci=, (Tek)-). Thus ysT+l 
and, since y was arbitrary, we can conclude that T+l = sup TIO, 11. 
STEP 3. If o c N is a finite set, then we claim that any upper bound, c, for 
T]O,l--C kco ek] is at least T+(l- C kco ek). If we could find an element 
CE/~, such that c< T+(l- Eke0 ek), then c+ T+(Ckco ek) would be less than 
T+l and still an upper bound for T[O, 11, contradicting step 2. This is because 
if Olx’ll, then x’=xj+x; with Olx;<CkEO ekr 05x;~l-_C,,~ ek and 
TX’= TX;+ TX& T+( c ek)+c. 
ksu 
STEP 4. For an arbitrary OlxEf,“, we may write XE =(CkEo (rkek)+ 
(I1 - C&, &?k) for some A, ok 10 and finite set 0 c N. We know from steps 
1 and 3 that the suprema 
SUP TtO, c akekl 
kco 
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and 
sup T[O,Ll- C Lek] 
kso 
exist and are equal to T+(C,,, akek) and T+@l- Eke0 ne,), respectively. 
Since 
~P,xl= WO, C w%l+ P,Al- C Aekl> 
kerr kco 
= T[O, C akek] + T[O,Ll- C Aek] 
keo kea 
the supremum of the set T [0,x] is 
T+( C cxkek)+ T+(11- C Aek)= T+x 
ken keo 
as required. n 
5. THE ORDER STRUCTURE OF L’(/,“) 
Since both positive and negative operators have a positive part, the set 
LI’l(E,F) can be closed under addition only if it coincides with L’(E,F). If 
E=F= I,” then it is easy for us to construct operators which do, or do not, 
have a positive part. This section will contain several examples to show how 
badly the set of operators with a positive part can behave. First we note that 
the fact that L’(I,“) fails to be a Riesz space is only part of the story. 
THEOREM 5.1. L’(1,“) does not have the Riesz decomposition property. 
PROOF. It follows from the proof of Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 4.5 that if 
SZ T, U for some positive operators S, T, U on l;, then 
(i) Se,?Te,,Ue,,, VneN 
(ii) SlrUl+ i ((T-U)ek)+,T1+ i ((U-T)e,)+ VnEN. 
k=l k=l 
Also, if P, Q?S, then -SL -P, -Q so that 
(iii) -Se,, 2 -Pe,, -Qe, Vn E N 
(iv) -Slz-Ql+ i ((-P-t 
k=l 
Q&l’, -PI + i (C-Q+ P)ek)’ 
k=l 
and hence 
(v) Se,<Pe,,Qe, Vne IN 
64 SlsQl- ? ((Q-P)e, 
k=l 
)+, Pl- i ((P- Qh+)+. 
k=l 
Define four operators P, Q, T, UE L’(I,“) as follows: 
Pl=l, pe2k= e2k, Pe2k+l=” 
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Ql=l, Qek = ek 
Tl=O, Te2k= e2k, Te2kil =o 
Ul=O, hk=o. 
We claim that P, Q h T U on I;, but there exists no positive operator S on 1; 
for which P, Q 1 S 2 T, U. Clearly we have P, Q 2 T U on @. We may establish 
these inequalities on the whole of i,” by considering x= 1+ C akekE (I,“),, so 
that each ok 2 - 1, and hence 
(P-T)x=Pl+CCXkPek-Tl-z(YkTek 
=Pl-Tl=lzO 
(p-u)x=px=l+ c akekrl- c ek>o 
k even k even 
(Q-T)x=i+C akek-o- c akek 
k even 
=I+ c akekzl- c ekzO. 
k odd k odd 
(Q-U)X=QX=1+~Ctkt?k?1-~ek?0. 
Hence, P, Q 1 T, U. If we could find S with P, Q 2 S 2 T, U, then by (ii) we would 
have, for all n E N, 
sl? fad + i ((T- U)e,)’ 
k=l 
k=l 
k even 
so (S1)2kz 1 Vk. On the other hand, from (vi), we would have 
SlsQl- f: ((Q-P)+)+ 
k=l 
so that (Sl),k_ i I 0. There is no such element Sl E I,” so the operator S cannot 
exist. n 
We conclude the paper with a number of examples of rather bad behaviour 
of the set Li’i(l~) and hence, by virtue of Theorem 4.6, of L”(I,“). We com- 
mented above that Ll’l(l,“) could not possibly be closed under addition. It 
might be hoped that it was closed under the addition of some rather special 
operators, such as the central ones (especially in view of Proposition 5.7 below). 
However, this is not the case. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. There is T~Ll’l(l,“) such that I+ T$drl(f,“). 
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PROOF. If we define T to be linear with Te, = (-l)“e, and Tl = 0, then 
TE Llr’(I,“) since 
V [(,i, G%)‘)v W+ i (Rt-)l = y Iki, %I = 1. 
n k=l 
When we consider Z+ T we have (I+ T)ez,=2e2,, (I+ T)ez,+ t =0 and 
(I+ T)l= 1. Thus 
V I(,i, ((I+ T)ek)+)vU+ TP+ki, U+ The)1 =V [ ,l( Wvll. 
n 
k even 
The pointwise supremum is 2 at even k and 1 at odd k so this supremum does 
not exist in Zom. H 
The set Ll’l(Z,“) does not seem to have any desirable order theoretic proper- 
ties either. 
EXAMPLE 5.3. There is TE L!“(I,“) such that TvZ does not exist in L’(I,“). 
PROOF. Take T as in Example 5.2. In order for TvZ to exist we need the 
following supremum to exist, 
;y CD+ i (2ek)lv 1 i Pek)+l). 
k=l k=l 
k odd k even 
Since this is pointwise 3 at odd integers and 2 at even integers the supremum 
does not exist in Zr. n 
Things are actually even worse than this! 
EXAMPLE 5.4. There are operators S, TE L”l(1,“) such that S V T exists in 
L’(I,“) but Sv T@ Ll”(I,“). 
PROOF. Define S and T as follows 
Se,, = e2, Te2, = e2n+ 1+2e2, 
Se2,,+l=-e2,,+l Te2n+1=-2e2n+I-e2n 
Sl=O Tl=O 
(where we define e. = 0). 
The operator S is tame since 
i (Se,)+v[Sl+ i (Sek)-]= i ek+ i ek 
k=l k=l k=l k=l 
k even k odd 
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converges in order to 1 as n + 03. Similarly we see that T is tame since 
i (Te,)‘v[Tl+k~,(Tex)-l=I i 2++ek+,l+[ i %++,I 
k=l k=l k-l 
k even k odd 
2[n/2] + I 
= C 2ek 
k=l 
which also has a supremum as n varies, namely 2 x 1. 
By Corollary 4.5, SV T exists if and only if the supremum 
12; W + i NT-%)‘I v W+ i ((S- Wk)‘l) 
k-l k=l 
exists. Since (T-S)e2,=e2n+l+e2n and (T-S)e2n+l=-e2n+,-e2n, this 
supremum does exist and is equal to 2 x 1. Thus 
(S v T)ez,, = e2,, + I+ 2% 
(SVTk2,+1=-e2n+1 
(SvT)1=2xl. 
To prove that SV T is not tame notice that 
k=l 
(SvT)l+ i ((SvT)ek)-=2x1+(e,+e3+e5+--.). 
k=l 
The pointwise supremum of these two when n is allowed to vary is not in I,“, 
so Theorem 4.2 shows that SV T is not tame. n 
The class Ll’i(l,“) is not closed under composition either. 
EXAMPLE 5.5. There are operators S, TE Li’l(l,“) such that S 0 T$ L”l(1,“). 
Define S and T by 
Se2n=e2n 
Se2n+i=e2n+I 
Sl=O 
then it is easily checked 
tion acts thus: 
(So T)e2, = e2,, 
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T% = % 
T%,+l =O 
TI=l 
(using Theorem 4.2) that S, TE Ll’i(l,“). The composi- 
(SoT)%+t =O (So T)l=O 
so that 
,i, ((S”T)e~)‘v((SoT)l+~~, ((S’T)c,)-)= f ek 
k=l 
keven 
and the pointwise supremum of this is not in 1,” so that So T$Li’l(I,“). n 
There are however some positive results about compositions, as long as we 
restrict at least one factor to be a central operator (one which lies between two 
multiples of the identity) and the other to be tame. The space of all operators 
lying between two multiples of the identity on E will be denoted by Z(E). We 
refer the reader to Chapter 20 of [Z] for results on central operators. In the case 
of 1,” each central operator is simply pointwise multiplication by an appropriate 
element of lam itself. Before proving our result, let us note that we clearly have: 
LEMMA 5.6. If E and F are arbitrary Archimedean Riesz spaces, operators 
U, VE L”(E,F) and UEI VE, then I/+ VEL”(E,F). 
PROPOSITION 5.7. If E and F are arbitrary Archimedean Riesz spaces, SE 
L”(E, F), TE Z(E) and R E Z(F), then R 0 So TE L”(E, F). 
Consider first the composition So T. If XE E, then it is routine to verify that 
T[O,x] is [Txl-uniformly dense in [-(TX)-,(Tx)‘] = [-T-x, T+x]. Thus an ele- 
ment y E F is an upper bound for So T[O,x] if and only if it is an upper bound 
for 
S[-T-x,T+x]=S([-TPx,O]+[O,T+x])=(-S)[O, T-x]+S[O,T+x]. 
Thus 
sup@0 T)[O,x] =sup(-S)[O, T-x] +sup S[O, T+x] 
=(-S)+(T-x)+S+(T+x) 
=(SPoTm+S+oT+)x 
exists in F and hence So T is tame. 
If R is positive then 
v (RoWO,xl =RV SW,xl 
as R is order continuous, so that RoS is certainly tame. In general R+ OS 
and R-OS are tame and it follows from the preceding lemma that R OS= 
R’oS-R-OS is tame. 
It now clearly follows that RoSo T is tame. n 
COROLLARY 5.8. If SE L”l(/r) and R, TE Z(l,“) then RoSo TE L”i(l,“). 
The authors want to express their thanks to Professors C.D. Aliprantis and 
0. Burkinshaw for their interest in this work, and to the referee for many 
valuable suggestions which are incorporated in this version. 
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